COLOR IN NAVAJO WEAVING
BY GLADYS A. REICHARD
The use of certain colors—black, white, gray, and especially red—has given the Navajo rug a character which
amounts to a distinction. Many a buyer or user, even
though he is quite familiar with Navajo weaving and may
have seen many varieties, will say, "Well, I like red in
mine," or "It doesn't seem Navajo to me if it has no red."
In spite of this general fact, there are many Navajo rugs
(or blankets) which contain no red, some of them belong to
particular classes differentiated no less by color than by
weave.
The saddle blankets, of which few are seen in trade, always give the effect of having quiet colors. There are
seven or eight weaves belonging to this class of blankets and
they differ from the best-known type in that the design is
achieved by complicated stringing of the warp, whereas in
the ordinary blanket the weaver inserts her design with her
weft. That is to say, when weaving a saddle blanket she
must carefully count her warps and loop them on three, four,
or even six healds. After she has them so arranged she may
throw her weft across the entire width of the blanket. Most
of the saddle-blanket or fancy weaves require constant concentration because it is important to keep the order of healds
and usually of three weft colors exact. A single mistake
can be noticed at once by the merest layman viewing the
finished blanket.
This brief description of the fancy weaves is given to
point out that in such weaves as "diamond" or "braided,"
for example, the colors, usually three, succeed each other in
rapid succession, each one showing in the finished blanket
for only a very small space. Consequently even though
the most garish colors may be used, the effect is softened
by the fact that the space occupied by each shade is small,
being quickly broken up by the appearance of the next color.
Since this is the case the effect of the fancy weaves is soft
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and pleasant no matter what colors are chosen. Although
the method of producing it is different the effect may be
compared with that of a coarse tweed.

Diamond weave in two colors.

A custom traditional among the weavers adds to the result determined by the technique itself. They select at
least one dull color black, gray, tan, or white—to offset
and contrast with the other two. Old-fashioned saddle
blankets most frequently have colors of the quiet sort: blackwhite-gray, black-white-tan, or black-tan-gray are old favorite combinations.
The Navajos themselves use very few of their own blankets, but a woman's ability as a weaver and her affection for
her husband are attested by the saddle blankets he uses. A
saddle blanket is inconspicuous on a horse, but it is as carefully observed and estimated as any of our own small and
carefully thought-out appointments. If a woman can achieve
one of the fancy weaves—and if she can make one, she can
often make many—her prestige is just a little above that of
her less talented sisters.
Among the whites only the connoisseur knows and appreciates the fancy weaves. Indeed there are many collectors
who do not know them, and few museum collections have all
of them; some famous collections have none, or at best only
one or two of the most common of these weaves. However,
a few traders have been encouraging their production during
the past six or seven years and now there are some fine col-
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lections. The number and excellence of these types at the
Gallup Ceremonial in 1935 gave the judges considerable

thought in awarding prizes. They have a decided advantage in trade for they, unlike the better-known brilliant designs of plain weave, may be used with any kind of furniture
or woodwork. For this reason, many persons ignorant of
their existence, are quickly educated to appreciate them, even
though they may feel their preconceived notions violated.
Another unfamiliar color development in Navajo blankets
is the use of natural dyes. They are not new, for they represent the original attempts of the Navajo at coloring wool.
Encouragement in the use of natural dyes has come from
Americans interested in this old art, from a few traders,
artists, and blanket collectors, so that the present state and
quantity of these blankets represent a lively and successful
revival. Not only have the reservation weavers been induced to revive this art, but the few Navajo children learning
to weave at school (Burke Vocational School, Ft. Wingate,
and Santa Fé Indian School) are being taught to make and
use these dyes. The movement is a spirited one, and it seems
as if it may, in part at least, change the whole character of
the Navajo rug.
This situation shows the major role played by color in
determining the typical style. In addition to color, two factors, one of minor technical importance and one artistic, differentiate the natural- or vegetable-dye blanket from the
others. The yarn for this style is thick and more loosely
spun than for ordinary rugs so that the texture is soft and
pliable and becomes more so after each cleansing. For this
reason the webs may properly be called blankets as compared
with the more common, thicker, heavier pieces which are
more like rugs. As is well known, little distinction is made
between a blanket and rug in common parlance of the Southwest.
Bes:des the softer texture, the vegetable-dye blankets are
distinguished from the common ones by a marked and characteristic simplicity of design. They do not often have borders, and the majority of them have stripes or fields marked
off by stripes and filled with a simple rhythmic unit composed of small, traditional elements.
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Diagonal weave in three colors.

At the present time the materials, all native products, are
scarce and for that reason, vegetable-dye blankets are considered rare and worth more than ordinary ones. If the time
of the Navajo be given the importance accorded our own—
which it is not—almost no one could pay the price which a
blanket having much natural dye is worth in effort.
I may illustrate this by my own experience. In my opinion
the best color the Navajos have is a soft pinkish-tan, which
could be called sand color if one meant the sand of the red or
pink sandstone cliffs. It is made from the root bark of the
mountain mahogany which, like many other native plants,
has a restricted habitat. In favorable locations it grows on
the sides of canyons or low mountains in apparent abundance. I lived six miles south of Ganado and our nearest
source of supply was at a distance of twenty-six miles.
An Indian girl served as my informant and interpreter.
She asked her stepfather to go with us to dig the roots, which
is a strenuous task. The securing of the roots took an entire
day, although we also collected a number of other products
for our natural dyes. Eleanor and I spent another day
pounding these roots (and others) and preparing them for
boiling. The boiling and dyeing itself took only a few
hours. When we finished with all this we had enough wool
dyed the color we sought to make a stripe two or three inches
wide on a blanket not more than three feet wide. If we allow
for the fact that we were ignorant and unskilled, the effort
required even by an expert may be comprehended. A few
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women make bed-size blankets with a background of this
color.
The root bark of the mountain mahogany produces many
shades from light tannish-pink to deep magenta and rose or
even a red which cannot be distinguished from the red of
aniline dye. A woman who produced this red told me that
she had boiled the yarn in a concentrated solution of the root
bark five times.
The most difficult colors to secure with available native
products are red (not pink or rose), blue and green (not
yellow), and purple. Nevertheless the women of the Black
Mountain region made blankets which are daring in color
but contain pleasing combinations of yellow, rose, purple,
and black. These blankets show exceptional technique and
artistic ability, but they are not popular on the market because
they are necessarily high-priced, and even more particularly
because the majority of the buying public does not know
them and' feels them to be atypical. However, they have had
a brilliant past, they enjoy a quiet and appreciative present,
and the revival predicts for them a hopeful future.
There is a general rule for dyeing with vegetable and
mineral products, which is subject to only slight modifications. If the part of the plant used—root, bark, twigs—be
hard or dried, it should be pounded or ground to break up
the fibers so that as much color as possible may be secured.
The ground material will then be boiled, the time and concentration depending upon the amount of wool to be colored
and the shade desired. The decoction is then strained and
the clear solution is boiled again with the natural mordant
called rock salt, a mineral which contains aluminum and is
found only at particular points on the reservation, although
it is reasonably abundant there. This mineral is not often
found near the supply of plants used. We obtained our rock
salt from a man who got it thirty-five miles from us in a direction different from that where the mountain mahogany
grows.
The mineral has a very high melting point. Most women
heat it in a skillet to the proper consistency. Red Point,
skilled in making (burning) black ash from many plants for
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medicine and ritual, prefers to burn it on hot coals and is
willing to do this for the women of his family. Nowadays
salt and baking soda are sometimes used as a substitute, although they are not really completely adequate to prevent
fading.
After the clear dye has been boiled with the mordant about
fifteen minutes the skein or skeins of clean, damp wool are
immersed in the preparation and boiled until the desired
shade is attained. This may be ten or twenty minutes for a
light shade, but a whole day may be needed for certain colors, green for instance. The yarn is usually left in the dye
bath until it has thoroughly cooled; then it is washed in
yucca suds, rinsed, and dried.
Of all the colors made, yellow is the easiest to produce.
Almost any plant with yellow flowers will yield to it, and
it may be obtained by boiling leaves and stems of other
plants. With the exception of the dock root, all we tried
produced soft, pleasant shades of yellow 'whether they were
light or dark.
Yellow which varies under ,slightly different treatment
from pale lemon to deep orange may be made from the root
of dock ( canaigre) or sorrel. This is generally used for the
yellows because it grows abundantly in certain localities, furnishes a large amount of dye material with a minimum of
labor, and requires no mordant. The reason for this is its
own content of tannic acid, a content so high that the root has
been used for tanning hides.
All dyes should be steeped in nonmetallic vessels, but if
the dock root be boiled in an aluminum kettle a beautiful
red-brown or mahogany color may be secured. This we
learned by accident but we have since discovered that many
Navajo women are aware of the reaction and use metal
kettles when they want this color. This is the kind of thing
they do not tell you, not so much because it is a secret as because they either do not think of it or do not generalize.
A few women make a bright lemon yellow by crushing the
fresh, fleshy root of the dock on a metate and rubbing the
resulting paste into the yarn until it is evenly colored.
Soft shades of yellow are readily achieved by treating
yellow flowers according to the general rule. Almost any
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yellow flowers will do. The most commonly used are the
goldenrods and a weed recently introduced in the Southwest,
variously called South American rubber plant or sneezeweed
named "owl's claw" by the Navajos.
The color secured from a concoction treated in the usual
way cannot be distinguished from that made from owl's
claw, and a bright, clear yellow is made from mistletoe, a
parasite on juniper.
A Navaj o woman told me, and her information is corroborated by Amsden,i that a real green may be made if the
leaves and stems, but not the blossoms of goldenrod are
boiled. She said, "Take lots and boil it long, all day." The
green will be successful (not yellowish) only if the plant be
used according to these directions early in the season when
it is young and succulent. I have seen this green but I have
never seen a woman make it.
I have questioned many Navajos, most of them experts
and authorities, and they agree except for the example given
above that green and blue are secured only by the use of
indigo. Indigo is a natural vegetable dye but it is not native
to the Navajo country. It has been an article of trade for
many years, perhaps even before the white man came. Its
absence as a native plant does not rule it out of consideration
in this connection and does not explain the Navajo reticence
in furnishing information upon the subject. Many old
women have said when they would not tell me how to do it,
"Give me your yarn and I will dye it blue or green." In
every case it turned out that the hesitancy was based on the
fact that indigo is used with urine. The process is exactly the
same as that used by the Hopi and many other tribes, and
the prudishness inculcated by the white teachers causes them
to withhold information, although it does not prevent them
from using the method which includes the perfect solvent.
The indigo is dissolved in urine, and the yarn immersed
in it is allowed to stand until the desired depth of color is
secured. Fifteen days is long enough for a dark navy. Then
it is rinsed often, sometimes as many as fifteen times.
At Black Mountain I was told that blue was made from
Navajo Weaving,

p. 85.
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the petals of the larkspur, but as I have never been in the
Navajo country when the larkspur blossoms I have never
tried it. Mrs. Ninaba Bryan, instructor in weaving at the
Burke Vocational School, has experimented with every plant
she has heard of. She tells me she had no success with larkspur.
Another possible source of blue is one of the molybdenum
compounds closely allied to ilsemannite, a compound previously used by dye manufacturers until it was replaced by
synthetic indigo. This substance was satisfactory for dyeing
silk, but was poor for cotton. However, since silk is an animal fiber, the blue would doubtless be good for wool. Some
of the Navajos used this product and perhaps traded it from
Ouray in northeastern Utah where it occurs in a large deposit. Presumably this substance was treated like indigo.'
The method of making green, once blue is available, is
characteristic of the Navajos. They soak the yarn blue with
indigo in the manner described, then dye it in a dock root
bath.
I have already referred to the various dull shades of red
and red-brown in illustrating the difficulty of procuring
mountain mahogany roots and the labor entailed in preparing it. Bright red is a hard color to get from native products although the tans, roses, and pinks are not. In order
to obtain the brilliant pinks or magenta, ashes are made by
burning juniper twigs and the bark of black alder. A small
amount of these and a handful of ground lichen are added
to the decoction made of root bark and the whole is boiled
to the desired concentration. This was the formula used
by the woman who secured cardinal or crimson. She boiled
her yarn in it five times but allowed it to dry without rinsing
between boilings. It is possible that oxidation caused some
change in color.
Another bright red is made from very ripe fruit of the
prickly pear. To about two quarts of the fruit a handful
of rock salt and a handful of bark or roots of Colorado blue
spruce are added, all are steeped in two gallons of water.
2

I am indebted to Lorenzo Hubbell for this information and to Edwin
Eckel of the U. S. Geological Survey for the report on it.
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The Navajos use a great many kinds of tans and browns.
There is a sheep brown, a color which cannot be defined for
it varies for each sheep and according to the part of the body
from which it is taken. This comes under the category of
natural colors but is by no means the only tan or brown used.
The colors are favorites with the weavers and there are clear
and muddy representatives running a long gamut of shades.
Like the yellows, they may be made from a variety of plants.
A good tan is secured by boiling leaves and stems of the
cliff rose and adding a small amount of juniper branches.
When boiled in an enamel vessel this formula yielded a tan
with a yellow cast. As was the case with the mountain mahogany, when an aluminum kettle was used the tinge was
pinkish.
The stems of "Navajo tea," a plant which grows in infrequent patches, may be used to produce the pinkish-tan also.
I was told that purple can be made from the petals of the
four o'clock, steeping them for only a brief time and following the ordinary procedure. They, like the larkspur, are
difficult to obtain in a quantity sufficiently large; therefore,
my own test of this formula was not successful. I suspect
that the deep purple used extensively by the Black Mountain weavers is a combination of indigo and red.
A Navajo blanket sold as "vegetable dyed" should if it
contains black have that black dyed in the old-fashioned way.
Even black wool must be dyed, otherwise it soon turns brown
or reddish. The vegetable black is a trying dye to make.
It is really a tannin ink, the chief ingredient of which, lampblack, must be made by the Navajo. The tannin-yielding
body is secured by boiling twigs, leaves, and berries of the
aromatic sumac for a long time. The boiling doubtless partially transforms the tannin into gallic acid. A second necessity is an iron salt. The Navajos secure this by burning
yellow ocher until a different iron oxide (red ocher) is
formed. A mucilaginous agent is a further requirement to
keep the insoluble matter in suspension. For this, gum from
the pine or pizion is used.
None of these elements is too difficult to procure but it is
remarkable how the early natives learned to understand,
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even empirically, the complexities involved. Add to the
complications of the formula the difficulties of combination,
and the discovery of this process must almost be considered
an invention. The combination of powdered ocher and gum
is highly inflammable, yet it must be heated sufficiently for
carbonization to take place without igniting the mixture.
The skill and patience necessary to accomplish this delicate
task are exactly of the kind learned by the medicine men in
pursuing their art of healing, and I consider it likely that
their experience may have given rise to this discovery.
Be that as it may, the sticky mass is heated and dried until
lampblack is formed and when the iron salt combines with
the tannins made from the sumac the lampblack remains
finely suspended giving body to the mixture and making it
black. The result is an ink which takes well on wool, being
an even, fast dye. A gray-blue tinge is achieved by dipping
white wool in a weak black-dye bath.
The dye formulae of the Navajo show their knowledge
of certain basic facts which, even though they cannot formulate, they nevertheless use successfully. Many of the plants
used contain tannin in larger or smaller quantities. The reactions of the tannic and gallic acids are so complicated that
they are not fully understood by our own chemists. Some
of the weavers, but not all, know that plants rich in tannin
like dock and walnut, do not require a mordant. Others,
slaves to pattern and unamenable to experiment, always add
rock salt regardless of the plant used. The whole situation
is one of trial and error, but long ago, doubtless before they
were directly influenced by the whites, the Navajos had
discovered rock salt as mordant. The development of black
ink, which seems also to antedate white teaching, is the most
astounding of all the items.
The reader may notice that in the formulae I have given,
I have rarely referred to the amount of each item used, and
when I have it has been in terms "a little," "about," "a handful," nothing definite. The reason for this is that the Navajo,
like a good cook, does not measure anything exactly but
rather uses her judgment. The general rule holds that the
coloring matter is used in large amounts and that mordants
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or other modifying elements are used in relatively small
amounts. One can never learn from what a Navajo says
j ust how much to use but must discover it through actual participation in each dyeing process. There are always slight
modifications of the procedure which the Navajo worker
would not think of mentioning but which she knows and
practices. These can easily be learned if the novice will
help in each process as it is undertaken.
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A variant of the diamond weave in three colors.

Not only does the weaver love to teach, but she is interested also in experimentation and she carries on a lot of it of
her own initiative. Even if she does not think of new combinations herself she nevertheless likes to try new ideas if
someone gives her a lead or starts her off. A complete understanding of the lore and art of natural dyeing would
demand that a student go through the entire yearly cycle
working in close confidence and co-operation with an interested and intelligent weaver.
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There will doubtless never be complete and accurate control of all the elements which go into the making of natural
dyes as long as the Navajos retain their identity. The reason
for this is that the life of a Navajo camp is a thing quite
casual, simple, and apparently unregulated. It seems so because the technique of living is worked out thoroughly
enough to demonstrate great virtuosity. Not until he undertakes it himself does one realize the attainment achieved
through such simple means as are at hand.
These means are constantly variable. Today I have much
water, next week I have none. I may decide to dye the color
which requires a whole day of boiling and have everything
I need but only a little wood. I may have much wool and
little dye material, or little yarn and much dye material. I
may have everything I need except the handful of lichen or
blue spruce. In some cases I must put off my work until
another day when wood, water, yarn, and dye are available
at the same time. In other cases I use makeshifts; if I have
no Colorado spruce I may try a handful of juniper or lacking sagebrush and needing yellow, I shall be able to use
owl's claw. With a large amount of one color I want to use
and a small amount of another, I may proceed in spite of circumstances but I change the design I had in mind for my
new blanket.
The progressive Navajo weaver will have most of the
things she needs on hand. If she does not have everything,
instead of increasing her resources she is likely to exert her
resourcefulness. Sometimes she is not satisfied with the
modified solution of her problem, but frequently she likes
her new idea as well as, or better than, her original one.
The modern conscious attempts at scientific control of
conditions have so far, in my opinion, resulted in blankets,
which though beautiful, lack character and originality. When
the Navaj os come as a people to live in white man's houses
and to measure their water, color pigment, and mordant in
exact proportions there will be no vegetable-dye blankets.
These things are incompatible.

